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Murray Fredericks, Sydney born artist, presents works from his expedition in Lake Eyre, South Australia at Arc One Gallery
on the 3 Feb, 2009. The exhibition will also feature video excerpts from Salt, his short documentary. Salt will premiere at
the Adelaide Film Festival then embark on a national and international film festival tour throughout the year before
screening on the ABC, late in 2009.
Challenging conventional landscape photography, this recent series, Salt, is an exit from his mountain landscapes to a space
of minimal emptiness and infinite boundaries. ‘The physical exertion,’ Fredericks says. ‘Tricks the mind into a dream state.
I wanted to find a landscape devoid of features....somewhere I could point my camera into pure space.’ Fredericks spends
five weeks each year camping alone in Lake Eyre. He brings with him nothing more than camera equipment, food, batteries, a bicycle and a trailer.
Fredericks has an extraordinary ability to see beyond the aesthetics of landscape. He enters a somewhat forbidden territory
where the natural appears artificial and sealed off from human intervention. These mystical works reflect something other
than what exists before the naked eye. They lead us into a strange void of nothingness, where thought escapes you and time
lapses. It is a space where travelling light and the horizon line are used as tools for navigation.‘The repetition.’ Murray
explains ‘Is the constant place of the horizon and the deliberate decision not to include any reference to the edge of the lake,
breaks the language of more landscape photography.’
As Ashley Crawford writes, ‘While any number of artists have been inspired by Lake Eyre, few have done it with
as much fervour as Fredericks, or with such spooky and beautiful results.’
Fredericks completed a degree in economics and politics in Sydney in 1992. He travelled through Europe, the Middle East
and the Himalayas. The ‘vast space’ of the Middle East deserts and the immense landscapes of the Himalayas left a
profound effect on Fredericks.
In 2007 Fredericks had a solo exhibition at Hamiltons Gallery in Mayfair London and in 2006 exhibited work at La Louvre
as part of Paris Photo 2006. Fredericks has exhibited throughout Australia and overseas, including London, France and
Shanghai. He was recently awarded the 2008 ABN Amro Emerging Artist Award and is currently completing an MFA at
COFA UNSW.
Murray will be available for interviews on Tuesday 3rd and Wednesday 4th Feb, 2009.
For further enquires please contact Arc One Gallery. Please feel free to join the artist for drinks on Tuesday 3 Feb,
2008.
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